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Chapter 1

Introduction
1. 1

Background

TllV

reVali/atIiolu of, low-latellcY

(olillmllicationl ill

lauige-scale Ili lilt I procehssors

requlire" highl- perl-orun1a lice i litercoliliect loll scfiviiies. Both diroiect and~ indiriect
netwo~rks are example,, of' I liese: hevre our focusis .,oil selfh-uoutilig. iiiult istage
niet works, hothi withi imiquijie Jpat 11 ando with
Ii IIIIIif)ip ( Ied 111ait ) p~athis.
Oine poJlmla r mieasuire of I lie performanace of a nmIut ist age interconnlect ion
work is itIs bawldwidi/, or throtihpui
I hatI is. t lie expecteeil limbII er of' ljiessaiges it del*lvers, IlU achIccl.w
Iire t he inputs have some giveni fprohalilit.%
of geneorating at message. A related luleasitre. from which t he b~andwidfthI
uila ,v he calculated ill somie miodlels. is thlieirolxilililii ~'4succ .,-sfati leo
(
I11(1
nsn.141S.SM11or thlie llO lll'-iZ (I Ir10ig/ipa I Ilie hproblia
Iv
')1 t hat a ii arb)!tral.rN uIlessage at al iiii u is not blocked ( and1presu iablYl (Jueued frIm lat er
sevc b.\ somie ot her requnest ill thle course of deli ver.: Teli prohleiii of'
calc ulat inig lie pIroba hi lit of siiccessful m
lessage t ra nsiii issiol i s Miore of'ten
ref~er redl to inl tilte telephfolle switchinig literature by' its compflemienit
thle
blocla-uj proixtbbl"qd. an111we shall (to thle same here.
''lb' eprob~lemi of' comiput1 ing bloc king proba bili ties ili regular variialnts of
liiqiope-patIi iiiuilt istagev initerconinect ion nietWorks has heeni extensively' st udoieof These niet works wvere cal led lki,,qao un~t wrks 1) C oke awl L~ip~ovskv\
[91. Pat el [21] and1(1Kmskal anid Sn ir [15] iii particular presentedf expressions"
for thle probahi lit vof' successfil message' t ranusmissiotn of' o411a netw'orks.
whIich are a parl ic itlar regul a r varint
i of Bannvani net works..\ Mulli hproce-ssol*s. have heeii built lising such regular lauivaii net Wor-ks f'or inltercoiliwct iou
[22. 2-11. A later chiapter present s at m~ethod0( for calculating- HIP
lieact block111t

CHA PTER 1.

.\INTROD1UC4TIONX

tig prolbabli lit ies of' till uffered Bait vait net works thfat applies not oiilY for
delt a net works. but1 inl thle general case of axiv tinique- pathI net work. Th'e(
metitlod app)1)110 where soturces geinerat e inessages withI di fferenit probabhili ties.
as Well as where di fferent td(est inatitons htave (Ii ffren t probabilities ofhlavi it0
iliessages adldlressed to thlemt.
However. lprecisel 'v because Banti-altnet works are uii q~ue-plathIt itetorks.
they are not inhlerent ly fault -t oleraiit. The fajiluie of' a switching elemieit
will ntecessarily cutt off comntiniiicat iou bet ween at least one iessage
m
source
and one niessage sink ilt the net work. A scheme that allows replacemtent of
failed components withIidile spares mullst lbe uised to mlaintainl co0nnIect ivit V.
This is thle applroacfh used[ in. .g,. thle (xIITI-slag( cub( net work [1]. or' ill
the dynam~ic r(dulmdoncy inetwork [13]. bothI of which emnulate a ( Banvyan)
indlirect cube network and~ providle fault-tolerance hv reconfiguring inl the
presence of flumlts.
Ani alternative to the maintenance of idlle spares is to make active use
of thle '-spares" to increase bandw~idth, by building a niultipatli network.
Here we mean that. inl the course of ntormal (fault-free) communication, the
rediluidant lpathis are usedl iii routing p~ackets to their destinations. Some
examiplles of these are( the augmi~nt(cI d(It network [8]. the intillibu W ifly
network [261]. and the fincrgd d(1(11 network [23].
Both fan It-i olerance and performance call be enihaniced withIttle addition
of multiple p~athis. Unfortunatel . multipath networks create problems for
the traffic theorist. lit a Banyan network. if one assumies miessages at the(
inputs are generated hy independent processes. the presetnce or absence of
mnessages at the inputs of any.% switch inl the network is independent of the
presence or ablsenice of messages at the other inputs of that switch.' Thus
the analysis of b~locking probabilities inl Ban *van nietworks is simiplified, and
polv'noiiiial- time algorithmns exist for calculatiiig thle exact blocking probability [14]. When multiple paths are- allowed. independence is violated.
The aut hor has found ill the literature no polynomnial-i ime algori thilt
that calculates thie exact blocking probability' of a miult ipath nietwork. nor
any proof that the problemn is ANP- or #P-hiard. The met hod dlescrib~ed inl a
later chapter. for synchronous. packet -switcited multipath networks, requires
lie solutioni of a number of equations t hat is exponenitial inl thle ntumber
of communications chaitnels entering a stage inl the network. A prog1ratn
that autom~atically solves these equations exactly'. given a description of
the( network, is p~resentted inl what follows: butt it cannot b~e usedl onl large
'As will be Shown ilt Sect ion 31.2,~

('11.APTEI 1. INTODUI)CT'(ITOX
networks, aM the runing time grow.s too quickly.
to estimate the blockle
melhod mus be Usd
Thus al, apIproximaliont
ing probabilitv of larger networks. Tlhe exact solution remains useful. not
onlyvbecause it is used in hle al)pproximatlion melhod. hlit because it allows
soule evaluation of a pproximationl reel hods t hrough comparison with exact
solutitio .or
small problems. We consider two approximatliol methods.
The first is direct simulation of' the network. where sample input loads
are selected arld offeredl to the simulation. the fraction of' messages blocked

in each is calculated. and a blocking probabilitv is estimated. The second.
which is more satisfactoryv because it achieves the same error bounds in less
running time thall (foes direct simulation. is alpproximation of the solution

to the equations. byv a Monte Carlo method that we shall describe. This is
similar to the approach taken b) Harvey and Hlills in [11]. Harvey andl Hills
were considering circuit-switched telephone networks with unique pathis: but

their approach. which was to find approximate solutions of exact equations.
rather than exact solutions to approximate equations. call still be of use
Iiere.

1.2

Prior Work

The earliest work in analysis of the performance of interconnection networks
was driven 1y the need to efficiently switch telephone traffic. Some of the
earlier work on interconnection networks and their performance. by ('los [7]
and Belies [3]. concentrated oin the design of non-blocking networks. networks
for which a connection that constitutes a bijective mapping from sources to

destinations can always be accomplished without blocking.
Non-isochronous applications such as shared-memory references in a multiprocessor can better tolerate blocking, and thus often use blocking variants
of Banyan networks. as presented by Goke and Lipovski [9].
Patel [21] presented a probabilistic analysis of the blocking p)robability
of delta networks. a subset of the more general class of Banvaii networks.
His work assumed that all sources transmit with uniform proh)al)ility. and
that all destinations are selected with uniform probability. BhuiYan [5] has
extended Patel's work to include analysis of the case where each processor
has a single favorite destination that is not the favorite destination of anyv
other processor. Kruskal and Snir [15] have extended Patel's work by finding
an asymlptotic expression for the blocking probability in networks wit h larg+,
nunibers of stages.

('IIAPTIEIR1

INTROD)UC'TIOX

Anal,vses that model thlie Ibufl•erinig tiat mustte
used (Idlie to blockir•g
works have also been developed: two recent exa inplee includ(e

ii |a yaian net

tle work of Merchant [IS] and Lin and Kleinrock [17]. These models catinot be used for iiultipathi networks,. however. due to the above-tienlioned
correlation of channel loads in a nmultilathi network.
The literature oil performiance of multistage multipath networks is mo're
sparse. Specific topologies are usually sinmulated. as in [2]. [S]. [23]. and [161.
A similar problem has been studied ill the context of' telephoiie switching
systenis [12]. However. in telephone switching systems the model is one of
a circuit-switched network where the holding time for circuits varies. Furthermore. iii the nuethods described in [12]. it is assumed that the networks
modeled are syvninetric: because there are classes of asymmetric networks
that are of interest. 2 and because we are partly interested in calculating
blocking probabilities in the presence of (asymmetric) faults. these methods
are not satisfactory.

1.3

Motivation

Our goal in this work is to provide a tool that can be used b)5" multiprocessor
architects to easily compare the performance of competing multistage interconnection network structures. A secondary goal is to provide an analysis
that highlights some of the aspects of interconnection network structure that
have particular bearinog on performance.
Almost all Banyan networks used in multiprocessors to (late have been
delta or omega networks. and the performance of these has been studied
extensively. Our contribution is in providing a method of calculating the
throughputs of Banvan networks of arbitrary interconnection structure and
with unusual switching components. The method allows easy modeling of
cases with general destination distributions and general source transmission
probabilities.
Multipath. multistage network performance has been less widely studt
ied. The correlation of channel loads carl have significant effects on the
performance of these networks. The methods we develop calculate the joint
probability mass function of groups of channels between stages of the network to allow calculation of multipath network performance parameters. We
hope that the multipath network designer who wishes to examine the results
of a design decision will be able to achieve some insight from our model.
2 E.g.. the randoml.y-interwired

butterflies of [I1i].
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Random interwiring of( multipath networks (as delscrilbed in [161) for
fa IIt-tolera nce yields a large space of p)ossilble network structures: on(e m~iglt

generate a nuIitiber of these. insert faults ralidoiilv and select the one with
Ihe best performance. In [2]. (hong
oi
t al. describe the use of simulation to
evaluate different circuit-switched miltipath networks. including randoilyand deterriinisticallv-interwired networks. The method we develop allows a
quick measure of performance in fewer steps than does direct simulation of
the network.

1.4

Approach

We use a simple model of offered traffic in our (alculatioit of blocking probabilities for both Banyan and inultipath networks. In our model. although
different inputs in tile network can have varying probabilities of transinission, we assume that the messages presented at the inputs to tile network
are produced by independent memorvless processes.
This model is known to be optimistic. The throughput calculated ill an
analysis using this model will be higher than the throughput calculated in
simulations that include buffering. or in more detailed analyses that model
buffering. We can understand one reason for the optimism of the model
by considering that it cannot account for multiple conflicting requests presented to tile network. In the case of. say, a three-way collision between
requests competing for the same resource in one cycle. only one request can
be serviced. and there will necessarily be a collision again at the next cycle
between the remaining requests.
Patel has noted the optimism of this memoryless niodel and comments
that in his simulations that took buffering into account, the probability
of successful message transmission varied only slightly from that predicted
by the memorviess model [21]. Nussbaum 0 al. examined the analogous
assumption for circuit-switched interconnects and reported that the error in
the memoryless model was at all loads less than 10(X. and suggested that
for most purposes the memoryless model should probably be preferred for
its simplicity [20].
Bliandarkar examined in particular the probability that a memory element in a distributed-rlernory mnultiprocessor system would be busy. and
compared his analysis, which did model buffering of blocked requests. with
a memoryless model [4]. His conclusion was that where the ratio of the
number of memories to the number of processors was greater than 0.71.
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tle expecled numiiiiber of b isv memories in the mnemioryless model is always
within 6 to `st/ of that iii the buffering model.
The results reported
eb
('hang (t al. were similar: in exainiiling tihe
throughput ofnn Itil)ro(essor memories. tihey" found t hat a imeimoryless 10odel
was always 6 to WX more optimistic than the results they generated with an
analysis that modeled <ueueing of' memory requests [6].
Given that our primtary goal is to provide multiprocessor architects wit h
a means of comparing the performance of alternative network struct ures.
we deetned the known O)timisin of the tueniorless model to be worth the
siml)licity it affords. especially in view of the complexity of" tie l)robletlm of
deriving blocking probabilities in inmultipath networks.

1.5

Outline

In the remainder of this document. we further define tile prol)lem of calculating tihe throughput and blocking probability of a multistage interconnection
network and present methods for solving it.
In Chapter 2 we define tihe problem and our model specifically enough to
allow the description of a method for analyzing tile performance of Banyan
networks. Chapter 3 presents that method. as well as a program that calculates the performance parameters numnterically or s *ymtolicallv.
Chapter 4 further defines our model to include nmultipath networks and
presents equations for exactly analyzing the performance of multipath networks. Chapter 5 presents means of approximating the performance parameters of multipath networks. Finally. we have included a listing of our
procedures for Banyan network performance evaluation in an appendix. as
these were compact enough to make such presentation practical.

Chapter 2

Problem Statement
2.1

The Model

An indir(ct network is one iii which the network switching elements are
segregated from the inputs and outputs of the network, as in Figure 2.1.
The message sources inject messages into the network at the inputs, which
in Figure 2.1 are depicted on the left side and are labeled I0 through 17.
Messages are routed through the network and arrive at the message sinks oil
the right side. labeled O0 through 07. Ini a multiprocessor, the network iuput
channels might connect to 8 processing elements. and the output channels
might connect to the same 8 processing elements.
The particular class of indirect networks that we model is the class of
multistage. unbuffered, synchronous, packet-switched networks. Such a network might look like the one depicted in Figure 2.2. This network has
multiple stages: if we consider the stage consisting of all the sources to be
stage 0. then stage 1 consists of the column of switching elements connected
directly to the sources: stage 2 the column of switches to the right of stage
1. etc.
The networks we consider are sclf-routing: each message contains the
information necessary to route the message from the source where it is injected to the sink that is its destination. No global information is used in
the routing process. so that the probability mass function of the loads on
the output channels of a switch can be calculated from the probabilities of
the loads on the input channels. As a simple example. in the indirect cube
of Figure 2.2. 2 x 2 switching elements route on individual bits of the destination address, starting with the low-order bit. Thrre are log 2 S = 3 address
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Figure 2.1: An indirect network is one in which switching elements are
cegregated from the inputs and outputs of the network. Messages enter tile
network through the input channels on the left side. and are routed to the
output channels on the right side.
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Figure 2.2: An 8 x 8 Ban van network. This is a unique-path network called
an indlir(•C cub: multipath networks will be treated in Chapter 4.
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hits: the switchilh elelients. at stage 0 route onl tile 2'"s hit: those at stage
I on tile 21's bit, and those at .sta,, 2 oit lie 22'"• hit. A cleared address hit
indicates that the inessage should be routed through ilie upper chaiiel- a
set address lbit indicates thal it should he rou ted tlhough tile lower chailioel.
Thus a iiessage addressed to (lestiination 6 = 1102 leaves stage 0 tlrouglh
an ulpper channel. stage I through a lower channel. aid stage 2 through a
lo\ver ('hatnlel.
BJloc'ing occurs in tile 2 y 2 crossbar when two messages arriving at
the inputs are hoth to he routed through the samne output channel. Both
requests cannot be serviced. and so one of the messages is routed through
the output channel, and the other is blocked. In our model. both inessages
have equal likelihood of being routed through the outlput channel. and many
switching elemnents behave this way: but one might easily modify t lie analyses
we present to change this assumption.
We also consider networks iii which thle channels between st ages can carry
more than one message. Kruskal and Snir referred to such networks as dilated
networks [15]. and we follow their lead here: furthermore we call switching
elements in which the output ports can pass more than one message dilathd
switching elements. W\e refer to each of the dilated output ports as a lo gical
dirmction. If a switch has N input ports. each of which can receive a single
message. an(d .ll output ports. each of which can send up to K messages
simultaneously, we call it an N x M. dilation K switch.
We calculate the throughput of the network under the following assuniptions:

" The processes generating messages at the sources are independent and(
memoryless. With some specified probability pi. each source i generates or fails to generate a single message at the beginning of each
cycle. Each generated message is directed to a stage 1 switch.

"* The network is synchronous: at each cycle messages move front stage
i to stage i + I.

"* The net work is treated as unbuffered (as described in Section 1.4): if a
message is blocked at some stage. it is considered to be lost. and does
not in any way affect the future states of the systeni.

" If A0 . A I .... are random variables representing the addresses of messages generated in sonie particular cycle by message sources 0. ....
then the Ai are independent and identically distributed: the distribution caii be specified as a parameter of the model.
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The Problem

W~e are in terestedeliin derivinig thle lkauidwidt Ii. or thIiroughipuit. oa inultisi age
intericonniectimon net work
t hat is. thle expect ed nmm
tber of ue~ssages. it delivxers in a cYcle. Wec calculate t his aimbi er bY findinmg thle probabIilitY i nass
fuict ionsl of the loads on chaninels leadinig to siniks.
Suppose t hat thle network has -1I sources. C all thle probability' that thle
i.tit source generates a message in a given c *ycle P?. If wve saY that B is
the hbandlwidlth and I's is the probabilit 'v of successful message transmmission.
theni we may calculate 1', as thle ratio of B to the expectation of filie input
mcssage loading. P,ý will vary with the input loadinig. because of' internal
blocking in the network. B. too. will %,at-\ because of internal blocking and
also directly with the number of messages entering the network. Thus we
can better express P., and B as fumnctions of the Pi. giving us the relation:
.I.

i1-.....(P11P
I) -

(2.1)

Thus our p~roblemn is finding the p~rob~ability mass functions of the loads omil
channels leading to sinks. These probability mass functions can also be usedl
to specify other information besides miean throughput: if the network is not
symmetric. or if a mion- uniform (lest ination address distribution for injected
messages is specified. or if different souirces are specified to have different
probabilities of message generation. then the loads on individual channels
leading to sinks will be of interest in find the effects of the asymmetries onl
traffic to particular destinations.
The quantities B and P5 will typically vary smoothly wvithm the source
transmission probabilities Pi. Let uts consider a simple case. If the dlestination distribution is uniiform. all sources 1 have equal probability of generating
miessages. a~nd we vary Pi between 0 anid I for the network of Figure 2.2.
the resulting graphs for the bandwidth and probability of successful message
tra~nsmnission are as shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. reslpectivelv.
The p~rob~ability of' successful message transmuission is close to I when)
there are very few messages inijected into the nmetwvork. lbecause there is little
t.oint probabilit)y mlas.s functions. in the cazse of nitiltipath networks.
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Figure 2.3: Bandwidth (labeled E[AI ) p)lottedI versus message generation
probabilit ' (labeled P0) for the network of Figure 2.2. Here the destination
address distribution is uniform.
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Figure 2.4:
Prohabili ty of successful message t ransmission (labeled
PjSuccess} ) plotted versus message generation lprolbability' (labeled P0) for
the network of' Figure 2.2. with a uniformn destinlationl adIdress dlistribution.
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number of mii,sages iijected into the network increases. The bandkidth or lhrouglput
sitarts. at 0. vlien no message., are beilng iniject'ed juto the netvwork. alnd. lbe(catse of blocking. increases less than linear'Iv a- the probability of uie.,age
tranismiss,,ion inicreases.
blocking in a liearl*yv enipt% netlwork.
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Chapter 3

Performance of Banyan
NetworksI
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter we present a melhod of calculating the throughput of a
Banvan network. As described in Section 1.2. Patel [21) and Kruskal and
Suir [15] have presented solutions to this problem for regular variants made
up of crossbar switching devices. but we present a method that works for
Banyan networks of arbit rarv interconnection st ructure and allows modeling
of some unusual switching devices.
('onsider first the probability mass function of the message load on a
single channel in a Banvan network. The channel niay either be carrying a
message. in which case its message load is one. or it may be idle. in which
case its message load is zero. Let the random variable I denote the message
load. The two values that I can take on partition the space of possible
loading configurations for the network into two disjoint subsets, / is then
a Bernoulli random variable. and( we use the notation pz(lo) to denote lhe
value of its probability mass function at 1u. 2 We denote the value of the
Z-transform of I's probability mass function at z with the notation p,(
Our approach will be to define three operations on the probabilitv mass
functions of channel loads. These are called bundling. .stitchinig.and coltc(ntiration. They are represented graphically as depicted in Figure 3.1. \\e
'The work described in this chapter was performed jointly with Dr. Thomas F. Knight.
.Jr. and has been described in [14].
211, later sections we will also use the notation P{1 = 101, when this
is convenienn.
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comnpose thlese operationis to model sWit cliing elemientis. anid fitrt her according to thlienjterconeti idion sirtictutre of thle nietwork. 'I'lie result is ati operat ion that t ranusformns thle prohahilit '%.tias-,fit tc ttion (of th l oads oit iniipt
mrbblt
ias, function of the load ott anl outpitt cia ilinet.
('latitlels to thle

3.2

Loads on Banyan Network Channels at a Single Stage are Independent

tili,
We require a simpJle prtoof to p~roceedl. We wilt be fortiting th slie l oht(f
loads onl distinict chatnntels ili a sintgle st age itt a Bany*an net work. anrd thtus
we nieed to undI~erst andl htow. if at all. thle ratidott variablles we are sutmitniti
are correlated. It turtnis out t hat t hese loads ate iii fact intoepetidetit. A prtoof
for thle special case of delta ntetworks is p~resenttedl iii [21]: here we present a
dtifferent prtoof for the general case.
The proof is straightforward. Note first that, if' messages art, generated
at source nodes 1)%inutiually itndependenit randomoi proicesses. atill thIe sets~
of messages 011 dist inct channels enderitug a switchiting tnode origitnate at dlisjoint sets of source nlodes. I heti thle loads ott t htose clianitel~s art, necessarilY
teiow claimi t hat thie sets of mtessagePs ott (list ittct chian iels enter-ing.
an ,v switching ntode inl a Banv~an net work sat isfy t his criteriont: i.e.. IlheY
orighitate at disjoint sets of soutrces.
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lor. c'I IsId,,: if chanittel .I iit
I cI'hatIel
are
p,t
cIian
I eI 4I'iI4Ill110 a
swi Ic(Ilig inode. and a Illessage onI ('Ilait iel .I it1(1 ii llC,•sa5 , oil chanlitel H
originale at a siiligle sotit(e. lien it ItIISI hbe iv cas•e that al least ItV( patlhs
exisl f'lollm that S0t1I1TV 14) all iV inks accessible 1)roll 1 lie s,\itching nIode: oitl,

path I bit lises chaillII A1andl o1e tlhat Ises (hatiliei hB. 3u111 this is impossiblh
in it Bany,
van neti\ork. as Ilanivan neoworks are in tact those in which there
is ,xactly one path from each sotirce to each siuk.
Thus hle sets of Il.essages on distinot chalinels etilerinlg all\ switchiii.

iode in a Blantvani network lust originale at disjoinlt set, of sources. anid so
lie loahd oi lhe chainel.s enlterint anv -witchiig node in a l
tmist he 1mutally independent., as wa.s to be proved.

3.3

vlaii netlwork

Bundling

We call the operation of stimintig the loads on a groutp of channels bimullng.

\We will call such a group of cthannels a budmh.
Becauise channel loads are ildependeiii, if we are slimming loads a and
b. thlen we form tlie convolulion of their probablility mass t'miclion.s. \\e use
Ithe iotation

F [p, ao) .p,,(bo)] = p,,(ao) * p,(bo)

(3.1)

Of course. this operation can he performed on I)i dles. a& well as ott
single chaitels. The result of bundling two hbundles comiposed resl)ectivel*
of t) and m single channels is a bundle whose load ('can lake on valites rang-

ing front 0 Ihrough u + In. WVe dlepict in Figure 3.2 onte possible loadiing
pro)abhility mass funcliolt of a bundle
tomposed of S single ('L,:nniels.
In lhe 2-domain. hundling hecomes multiplication of the Z"-trawtsforrIIs
of the loading probability mass functions in question:

[S

3.4

.~

o( = p, ()

(3.2)

Concentration

Suppose in an N x .11. dlilation K swit ch: more thanIt' arrivintg ie.essages
are to he routed(l ini a partict tar logical direction. Some of the uiessage, are
-ee Scclion 2.1 for in explanation of

dilated

switches.
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Figure 3.2: Loading probability mass function for an eight-channel bundle.
where each channel carries a message with probabilitv 1/2.
then blocked and must be dropped. We call the operation that corresponds
to this situation concentration.
More specifically, suppose we have a bundle of X single channels. whose
load we call a. and we wish to direct messages from it into a bundle of K
single channels. whose load we call b. Of course if X < K. Pb(lo) = p,(Io) for
all loads 10. because in this case none of the messages on the input bundle
will ever be blocked. If X > K. we calculate the probability mass function
of b as follows:

"* Because the output bundle carries fewer than K messages exactly when
the input bundle carries fewer than K mnessages. we have that p,(Io)
p1(/0) where lI < K.

"* The output bundle will carry K messages whenever the inp)ut bundle
carries at ca.stI K messages: thus we have that p0,(1)

-

ZLK p 1,( io).

"* Because the output bundle cannot carry more than It' messages. pl,(1o)
0 for Io > K.
Intuitively. then. we can think of the effect of concentration on the input
loading probability mass function as truncating it at K. by selting prob-
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Figure 3.3: (-concentration of the loading probability mass function of Figtire 3.2.
abilities for loads greater than K to 0 and adding to the probability for
It the probabilities for all greater input loads. In Figure 3.3 we show the
result of concentrating to 6 channels the loading probability mass function
of Figure 3.2.
If ( n) denotes the value of the unit impulse function at n. we can express
the loading probability mass function of an N-channel bundle as an impulse
train with value ki at i:
p,(lo) =

Zkib(lo - i)
i=O

If u (n) the value of the unit step function at ni. we can express coucentration of this V-channel bundle to a K-channel bundle as follows:

C.V'u( [P00h)]

EPOO)

,(

In the F-domain. we have

-

10) +

K

1P0('

)

6(to

-

A-)

(3j.3)
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Switching

We call the elementary operation of directing the messages on a bundle to
two other bundles of the saine width as the input bundle sw'itching. Here we
do not mean to use the ternm in precisely the sense that it is used when we
speak of, c.g.. a 2 x 2 switch. In the elementary operation we call switching.
no blocking is modeled: no messages can be lost. What we are modeling
instead is the direction of messages to separate ports in routing.
WVe specify the prol)ability that the messages on the input load are
switched in the direction of the output load. This probability is calculated
inaccordance with the destination address distribution (as will be described
in Section 3.6): but as an example. for the 2 x 2 crossbars in the network of
Figure 2.2 under a uniform destination address distribution the probability
specified for the switching operation will be 1/2.
Thus the switching operation is performed on an input loading probability mass function and a switching probability, and its result is an output
loading probability mass function. ('all the load on the input bundle a. and
that on the output bundle b, and say that the input bundle (and perforce
the output bundle) is composed of N single channels.
We form pl,(bo) by conditioning on the number of messages on the input
bundle:

p),(b

0

)

Z

Pbj (b0

I (10)Pao((10)

'10=0

To evaluate the conditional probability, let q be the probability that
an input message is switched to the output bundle. By independence of
message destinations. each message is switched independently, and thus the
number of messages switched to the output bundle is binomially distributed.
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because it is the numi
tuber of successes in au independent Bernoulli trials with
probability q of success:
p1', (b0 I ,,) =

6,bo}q(1

-

,-

Substituting. we have

S [p,, (ao ) S] =ph(b)

p

) q 1(I

-

1

),0_b(

(3.5)

In 'ie 2,-domain. we take an analogous approach. Note that the number
of messages routed to the output channel is the sum of a random number
of identically distributed random variables. The number of suminands is
the number of messages on the input load. The summands themselves are
Bernoulli random variables that are I when the message in question is routed
to the output bundle and 0 when it is not.
If we use the random variable c to denote one of the summands, its
probability mass function is given by
p,(co) = (1 - q)h(co) + qb(co - 1)

with 2-transform

T

=1- q + qz

Thus we have

S=T
,Z [S [p,(ao) .q] ]

(PT.:))
CT(pz
T
pT(1--q+qz)

(3.6)

Of course, if we cascade K switching operations whose probabilities are
qi.q2-..... qK, the effect on the probability that an individual message is
routed to the output bundle is the same as if we performed one switching
qi.
operation with q = The (predictable) effect of switching upon a loading probability mass
function is to decrease the mean. The effect on the distribution of Figure 3.2
of switching with q = 1/2 is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: The effect of switching the loading probability mass function of
figure 3.2 with probability 1/2.

3.6

Deriving Switching Probabilities from Message Destination Distributions

The technique we use for deriving switching probabilities from message destination distributions has also been used by Lin and Kleinrock in [17].
As described in Section 2.1. the addresses of distinct messages injected
into the network are independent and identically distributed. Suppose that
the message sinks are numbered 0 1.....N - 1, and consider a switch X
for which the set of accessible message sinks is S. Suppose that X has .l
output ports. By uniqueness of pa, hs in a Banyan network. the ports must
have disjoint sets 5 1 .5S-2
...... 5
" ', essible destinations, and because the
destinations accessible through the ý,atput ports are all the destinations, we
must have that U-Vi Si = S. An example is depicted in Figure 3.5.
We wish to know the probability that an arbitrary message arriving
at switch X is directed in direction i. Suppose that some message It' with
destination given bv the random variable D is injected into the network. The
value we are looking for is the conditional probability that I' is addressed
to a destination in the set .5'i. given that it has arrived at switch X. We
have
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Figure 3.5: The destination s(I of the switch X is { 1.3.5.7}. The destination set of the upper channel is { 1.5}: that of the lower channel is {3. 7}.
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(3.7)

-,}
ZsES P{D =

where the last expression follows from mutual exclusivity of destinations.

3.7

Example: the

2k

x 2 k Crossbar

As an example of both the symbolic and numeric use of our method. we
derive a well-known expression for the throughput of the 2 k x 2k crossbar.
We form a schematic representation of the crossbar with a combination
of our operators. First we construct a bundle of 2 ' channels by bundling the
single-channel inputs A-times. Then we switch the messages on the bundle
k times. to form 2 k bundles, each of which can hold 2 k messages. Finally we
concentrate these 2 kwide bundles to single channels. thereby modeling thie
blocking that takes place in the crossbar. Figure 3.6 shows the result for an
8 x 8 crossbar.
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Figure :3.6: Schematic representation of an 8 x 8 crossbar network. Here
we show the switching probabilities set for a uniform destination address
distributioni.
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For brevity's sake. in our analysis we assume that all input chainels have
a single probabilit Q of trausmiitting. and that the destination address distribution is uniform. It will be evident that tlie derivation would otherwise
proceed in the same fashion, but would be more lengthy.
Suppose that the input channels have probability Q of irausinitting during a cycle. If we call lhe load on an input channel y. the loading probabilitv
mass function for an input channel will then he
Pq(Yo)

Qb(yo - 1) + (1 - Q)

(yo)

with Z-transforun

(s:) = Q: + (I- Q)
Bundling k times, we get for the transform of the probability mass function
of the load x, on the bundle entering the switches
(ý) )2"

(p
p Tj ( ý) Z=(T

Let Xr, be the load on a channel after the stages of switching. but before
concentration. We switch k times with probability 1/2 at each stage. the
result being the same as switching once with probability I/ 2k:

T

P,ý(:z)

1))2T(++)(2
2k

=

pT

+(1

2k

2k

j
''2k.2

__ i _

( 2k

2-

(1:

1-

2k

Q))

1=0

To make the expression clearer, we substitute invert the Z-transform:
pT=,)

(.94"

(

-(A) (•

1.

= 2k. rearrange. ali(l

-

(mb. O
(.1-s...(w.)
Px6
Px+'('r•°1=

/-o•

I

Q

-

b .. o

(

- )
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We can save ourselves some work in performiing tile concentration from
2ý' (that is. .M) channels to one channel by making use of tile following
device. We note that. because we are concentrating to a single channel. tile
only possible loads for the chaniel are 0 and 1. \We recall from Section :1. 1
that concentrationi will retain the prohabilitv for a load of 0. as 0 is les,
than tile maximuim load on the channel. The probabilitN. for a load of I will
necessarily be the complement of that for 0. First we take tile probability\
that .r.

0:

We simplify the expression by noting that the terms where /
be 0:

.

Q

t',.(0)

$

-l will all

M _

If we call the load o01an output channel I. the loading probability mass
function for an output channel is then given by
PI(Io)=

1-

--

A(lo) +

I-

1-

W

- 1)

(3.8)

The expected load on an output channel is then

E[l]I

I

There are Al output channels. so the expected load on all of them. or the
throughput of the crossbar. is

The expected load on an input channel was Q. so that the total expected
input load is MQ. We can now use Equation (2.1) to derive the probabilit.y
of successful message transmission in -! x -11 crossbar:

Q
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Figure 3.7: The probability of successful message transmission (labeled
PýSuccess}) as a function of the probability that a source is transinitting
(labeled Qi), in all eight-by-eight crossbar network with a uniform destination( distribution.
We plot the probability of successful message transmission against the source
transmission probability in Figure 3.7.

3.8

Automatic Calculation of Numerical Values
for Performance Parameters

We present in Appendix A a package of Mathematica procedures that implemient the elementary operations we have described. Of course tihe operations
are easily implemented in other languages, but it is advantageous to use a
symbolic algebra package if one wishes to derive symbolic expressions for
perforlnance.
We can use this package to implement procedures that operate on source
loading l)roba~bility mass functions and return the loading probability mass
functions for channels lea(ling to sinks. As an example. we turn again to lhe
network of Figure 2.2. Tile tree whose root is one of the sinks and whose
leaves are tile sources is depicted in Figure 3.8.
Assuming for clarity's sake that the destination address (list ribution is
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Figure 3.8: Thle tree of chianiels leading to a sinik in thle network of Figure 2.2.
uniform. we might use our package to model thle 2 x 2 crossbar as follows:
crossbar2x2[PMFl_, PMF2_]:
concentrate [switchl[bundle [PMF1,

PMF2]I,

1/2],
1]
If we also assume (again, in tihe interests of b~revity: it will be clear that
the calculation in the general case is no more complex) that all sources
transmit with equal probability, we can take advantage of the synmmetry of
the netwvork to calculate the loading probability mass functioii of a channel
leading to a sink as follows:
threeStageDelta Eq_] :=
Block [{inputPMF, stagelPMF, stage2PMF},
inputPMF := [(1-q), q];
stagelPMF :=crossbar2x2[inputPMF, inputPMF]l;
stage2PMF := crossbar2x2[stageiPMF, stagelPMF] ;
crossbar2x2 [stage2PMF, stage2PMF]

]
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Here the probability that a somrce is trasinittingg is specified as the iiiuit
pariameter: three levels of switching are perfornied: tile result of the last is
ret urine(.

W'e inav calculate the resulting bandwidth and probabilit v of successful
message trausn ,;,sion from Equation (2.1). as is done in Sectioll 3.7. The
results are plotted ill Figures 2.3 and 2.1. ott page 11.

3.9

Modeling an Unusual Switching Component

WVe use an example to illustrate the modeling of an unusual swit ching comiponent - an 8 x 4. dilation 2 switch. 4 Such switches are more usually used
inimultipath networks, as we shall see ii ('hapter 4. lbut Banvan networks
with replicated links are not unknown, and Kruskal and Snir have analyzed
regular variants in [15].

3.9.1

An Application for an S x 4, dilation 2 Switch

We can use standard 4 x 4 crossbars to build a 16 x 16 indirect binarv
cube network. as depicted in Figure 3.9. The methods of analysis of the
performance of this network follow directly those of Sections 3.7 and 3.8.
As an alternative, we might choose to use a different sort of switching
element in the first stage. to improve performance. This switching element
- an 8 x 4. dilation 2 switch - has eight input channels, but switches niessages in only four logical directions. with two output ports for each of these
logical directions. If only one message is switched in a particular direction.
the output port is picked randomly. If two messages are switched in tile
direction, both ports are used: if more than two messages are switched in
the direction. the excess messages are blocked.
In Figure 3.10. we show how we might modify the first stage of the 16x 16
indirect cube network to make use of the dilated switching component. The
second stage must still use 4 x 4 crossbars. to select the particular output
channel to which the message is directed.
Although it might appear that we have constructed a inultipath network
here. in fact we have not. The numbers appearing next to output ports oi
the dilated components in Figure 3.10 are logical direction numbers. and it
is to be noted that both outputs for a particular logical (lirection lead to
4

See Section 2.1 for an explanation of this terminology.
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Figure 3.9: A\ 16 x 16 indirect binary cube network built froil standard I x×.4
crossbars.
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Schematic representation of an eight-by-four, dilation two

switching component. The switching probabilities are for a unifornm destination address distribution.
the same second-stage switch: the model will reflect this. Thus we have four
two-channel bundles leading from each first-stage component.

3.9.2

Deriving Expressions for the Performance of the 8 x ,1,
Dilation 2 Switch

A schematic model of the 8 x 4. dilation 2 switch is shown in Figure 3.11.
Note that. in our model. the only difference between this conmponent and
the 8 x8 crossbar of Figure 3.6 is that there are only two stages of switching.
and the final concentration is to two channels, rather than to one. Here we
gain an intuition fromn our model: we noted that concentration was where
blocking occurred. Because there is less concentration in the new network.
there will be less blocking.
The derivation follows that of tile 2 "k
x 2 k crossb)ar in Section 3.7. Again.
for brevit v's sake we assume a uniforni destiiation (listriblution. ('all the
load on an input channel y. Assuming all inputs transmit with prol)al)ility
Q. the loading probability mass function for an input channel is
P!,(.qo) = Q6(.'o - 1) + (1 - Q) (yo)
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Q,- + (I Q)
'Fi.
The transform of thle

Call tie load on tihe bundle entering tle swilt'hes

pr)ol)aIility mass function of x,. is then

We switch twice with probability 1/2 each time. the result being the same
as switching once with probability 1/v1. If x, is the load on a channel after
the two stages of switching. we have
T

pX.Jz)

=

+p:1))Y

= (

+(,) +(1

Q))

Now we invert the transform:

Q

P":, (-ýo)

- t

o -(
1(X

- )

We concentrate to two channels here. so that it still saves us some work
to use the technique we did for the crossbar, but it will be a little more
complicated to do so.
We take the probability that .r,
0 first. The sum will be zero whenever
1 $ 8. giving us:

(())

For xr, - 1. the sum will be zero whenever 1 5 7. giving us:
0

)

_-(

2Q( I-
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('all the load on a two-channel output bundle 1. We know that pl(O) =
The oi'lv other case for a two-channel bundle is
(0) and pj(l) :p.,(1).

I = 2. so t lie probabilitv for / = 2 must be the complement of the other two

cases. so we have for the probability mass function of 1:

PO(O)

(-

q

(Ilj ) +
+

2Q I

N-

(l

-

q(1
)7(I+

I)

7,))ý(bU- 2)

By our assunmptions of uniformity. all four output butidles have tile same
loading probability mass function. and so the throughput of tlie switch is
E[411]:

E4]= 4(1.

(2Q (I

QI- (I-

+ 2*

~j

_q

j 0(+7Q)

The expected load on an input channel was Q. so that the total expected
input load is 8Q. As for the crossbar, we use Equation (2.1) to derive the
probability of successful message transmission:

(IQQ7

(t _ _Q)7 (I4+ z4

1

Q7

'+Q

4=

Q
Q
The probability of successful message transmission is plotted against the
source transmission probability in Figure 3.12.

3.9.3

Performance of the 8 x 4, Dilation 2 Switch

NVe can use our package of Mathematica l)rocedures to write a procedure for
the 8 x 4. dilation 2 switch. as follows:
eightXfourD2 [q.] :=
Block[{bundled, switched,

instages, outstages},
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Figure 3.12: Probability of successful message transmission plotted against
source transmission probability for an 8 x 4. dilation 2 switch, under a
uniform destination address distribution.
instages = 3;
outstages = 2;
bundled = {(1-q), q};
Do[bundled = bundle[bundled, bundled], {instages}];
switched = bundled;
Do [switched = switch[switched, .5], {outstages}];
concentrate[switched, 2]]
We will need a four-by-eight. input dilation two crossbar for the second
stage:
crossbar2x4in2[stageTwoPMF_
:=
Block [{bundled, switched},
bundled = stageTwoPMF;
bundled = bundle [bundled, bundled];
switched = bundled;
Do[switched = switch[switched, .5],
concentrate[switched, 1]]

{2}];
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Figure :3.13: The bandwidth of the 16 x 16 indirect cube madle fromt 4 x 4
crossbars, as depicted in Figure 3.9. is shown dashed. The bandwidth of thle
variant with a first stage made from 8 x 4. dilationi 2 switches. as depicted
in Figure 3.10. is shown in solid black. Both are plotted against the source
transmission probability, for a uniform destination addressi distribution.
Now we canl specify a procedure that yields as output the probability
mass function of the load on a channel leading to a sink. given the probability
tha~t a. source is transmitting:
eightXfourD2indirectl6 [qi

=

Block Lf irstStageOut},
(*input of first stage is just q *
(*returns LPMF for 2-wide channel *
firstStageOut = eightXfourD2[q];
(*now feed to 4x4 crossbars and return result *
crossbar2x4in2 [f irstStageout]]

We plot in Figure 3.13 the b~andwidth for the 16 x 16 in~direct cube made
from 4 x 4 crossbars. and that for thle variant with a first stage made fromt
8 x 4, dilation 2 switches. It will be seen that. as predicted. thle p~erformance
of thle network built with thle dilated part is better.

Chapter 4

Analyzing the Performance
of Multipath Networks
4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we have presented a method of analysis of Banyan
network performance. But as we discussed in the introduction. Banyan
networks. while amenable to analysis. are not intrinsically fault-tolerant.
We present in this chapter a method of analysis of multipath networks.
The performance parameters. and the model. are much the same as for
Banyan networks: but the requirement of unique paths and thus independence of channel loads is removed.
We leave behind the scheme of using elementary operations to build descriptions of switching elements, and instead directly derive the joint loading
probability mass function for a set of channels leading from a switch.
We also present a program that solves these equations exactly. As was
mentioned in the introduction, the program cannot be used for large networks, as its running time grows too quickly. We have found in the literature
no polynomial-time program that computes the exact blocking probability
of a multipath network. It may be that the problem is intractable. although
we know of no proof of NP- or #P-completeness for it.
Chapter 5 describes an approximation method for estimating solutions
to the equations, by making use of the exact solution for subproblems.
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Figure 4.1: An 8 x 8 determiinistically-interwired network with redundant
paths. There are a number of differcr•t paths from any source to any sink.
to increase fault-tolerance: redundant paths from message source 4 to sink
3 are highlighted. Routing is oblivious. with stochastic concentration. This
wiring scheme is from [2].

4.2

Extensions to the Model

Figure 4.1 depicts a multipath network. We extend our model so that sources
can have more than one channel to the network. A source still generates at
most one message per cycle. which is directed to a stage 1 switch via one of
the channels connecting the source to the network. The particular channel
is selected randomly and with uniform probability.
As before, the processes generating messages at the sources are independent and memoryless. With some specified probability pi. each source
/ generates or fails to generate a single message at the beginning of each
cycle. The network is synchronous: at each cycle messages move from stage
i to stage i + 1. It is also unbuffered: if a message is blocked at some stage.
it is considered to be lost. and does not in any way affect the future states
of the system.
We use dilated switches, as described in Section 2.1. so that the set
of output channels of a switching element is divided into nonempty disjoint
subsets called logical dirfctions. At each cycle, the switching element directs
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each incoming message in one logical direction. As for Banyan network.
we cait choose the switching probabilities to model any single destination
address distribution. W\hen we ronte messages in a logical direction, we uise
.stochastic ('o0c( iOlrationt:

" If there are fewer messages or exactly the same number of messages
directed in the logical direction as there are channels in that logical
direction. then the channels that will carry the messages are chosen
randoinlY. wit h uniform probabilit.v.

" If there are more messages directed in a logical direction than there
are channels in that direction, the messages that can be carried are
chosen with uniform probability. and the other messages are blocked
and lost.
We note again that our network is self-routing: each message contains
the information necessary to route the message from the source where it is
injected to the sink that is its destination. No global information is used. In
particular. this means that if we have several switches at a single stage. then
given the loads on their input channels. the loads on the output channels of
each switch are independent of the loads on the output channels of the other
switches. This fact will be important in allowing us to factor joint loading
probability mass functions.
Having extended our model, let us return to the network of Figure 4.1.
Tite switches here are 4 x 2. dilation 2 switches, except at the last stage.
where they are simply 2 x 2 (dilation 1) switches. In the 4 x 2. dilation 2
switches. the top two output channels constitute one logical direction, and
the bottom two constitute another.
As with Banyan networks, we wish to find the bandwidth and the probability of successful message transmission of the networks we model. We find
these parameters by finding the probability mass functions of the loads on
channels leading to sinks.

4.3

The Joint Probability Mass Function of an
Aggregate of Channels

Suppose that the input channels of a switch S. depicted in Figure 4.2. are
connected to several switches R 1 . R 2 ..... Ri. Let us use the random variable
L to denote the entire output loading configuration of S at some specified
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Figure 4.2: Interstage wiring. Note that no subset of the channels depicted
need have mutually independent loads in a network with redundant paths.
The output channels on the right of the switch marked .5 are those whose
loads are referred to collectively in the text %kiththe random variable L.
discrete time t. so that P{L = l} is the probability that the output channels
of the switch have some particular loads designated in their aggregate by I
during cycle t.
Now consider the loads on the input channels (C'I..... .i,, at cycle I - 1.
(Because we assume a synchronous, unbuffered network with memoryless
processes generating the messages at the inputs, only the cycle before cycle
t is of interest.) Let us denote the loads on the input channels at cycle t - 1
with the random variables L.,, ..... L(.,.
In order to find the joint probability mass function of the loads on the
output channels of S. we condition on the loads on the input channels:
P{L =1=
(11

.lc
... '• u

P{L= I I

,,=

P{Lc,11 = /,1 .....

.
L ._

,

=

,, }

}
(4.1)

where the sum is over all tuples '(i..
,. with elements in {O.1 }.
Suppose that we can compute P{L
/I L.- 11 = ., ..... L.,, =
In order to compute the probability of an output loading configuration of S
we will still need to find the joint probarbilitV mass function of lhe channel
An expression for this conditional probability is derived in Section 4.4.
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are indlependent given the message loads on the input channels B1 1 .. .

B, .

loads L(, t...
L.,,. In a Banyan network. it would be easy to compute this
function: it would simply be the product of the probability mass functions of
the loads on the individual channels. as channel loads in a Banyan network
are independent. 2 In a network with redundant paths, however, the loads
on these channels are not in general independent, as they may derive from
Ote same sources, and a message from a single source that has traveled one
path in the network cannot be traveling along another path. Thus another
method must be used.
In Figure 4.3. we see that the input channels C11 ..... .i, of switch S
are the output channels of switches R 1 .... Ri. Let us call the loads on
the input channels to these switches LB1 .
LB,,. We may now calculate P{L(- 1 ='.....
L.,,,
,, } by conditioning on the values of the
variables LB1 ... . . LB, We have
PLL(,,,,,

SP{

L,
P{LBii =B

2

= IcI, } =

See Section :3.2.

, ..... L(i., = Ic-,,,
1

I . ...

LB,, = IB,,}

LB11 = IB,, ..... LB,, = IB,,}
(4.2)
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where the stun is over all tuples /!B1 .....

/B,, with elemeut, 1i1 {0. 14.
The loads on the outpput channels of these switches are not in general

moutually independent. However, let us partition t hem into subsets according
to tile switch at which tiov origihate. so that for the channels showni i'n
Figure 4.3 we would have the subsets
0

.
.
('...

W('..}

,...

,

.....

Note that, under the assumption of independence of message (lestinationw.
and given the loads on the channels Bl1 ..... Bit. the loads on the switch
output channel subsets art mnutually independent. A,, nentioned iii Section 4.2, this is a consequence of the fact that the networks we niodel are
self-routing. No global information is used in routing messages through the
network.
That is. if we know the input loads for the switches R...
Ri. then the
loading probabilities for the output channels of each of the switches do not
depend on the output loads of any other switch. We mnay use this fact to
derive the joint probability mass function of the loads on the output channels
('11 ..... .i.
by conditioning on the input channel loads. We have then

PP{•Lc,

I4,,,
=

}.....

,,.

1

LB11 =BI.LB

1

'B,}

1BI .... IBt

'(2.

P{L(".,

Ic, .....

P{ LB, I

IBI .....

I

Lc',.L
L
LB,

',

I

=B .....
LB
B 2 1=B
.
LB,

= 1B,.

IB , , 1

where the sum is once again over all tuples 1B1 ......

2.

LB,= IB,,}
(-1.3)

B,

with elements in

{0.11.
The subexpression P{LB 1 = IBI .....
LB,, = IB,,} can be evaluated recursively by means of Equation (4.3). until the channels B 11 ..... Bit correspond to sources. If these channels originate at message sources, then we
substitute instead the probability mass functions corresponding to sources.
We may simply take the product of these functions for the sources iii question. as in our model the processes generating mnessages at the sources are
mutually independent.
If source i. depicted in Figure 4.4. generates a message with probability
pi and has k channels into the nietwork. then we have for the loads on the
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Figure -4.: The source I, generates a single message at each cycle with
probability pi. The message is transmitted with uniform probablilit v over a
randomly picked channel in the set {CI ..... G'I.channels ('C..... CA. the joint probability mass function

L(.
= '(.k

I- pi
LL

k~

if all the /c-. are 0
if exactly one /(-. is 1.
and the rest are 0

0

otherwise

(4.)

It remains now to evaluate the conditional probabilities in Equalion (4.3).
Recall that these are the joint conditional probability that some subset of
the output channels of a dilated switch have a particular load. given that
the input channels have a particular load. We derive an equation for these
conditional probabilities in the next section.

4.4

Joint Probability Mass Functions of Dilated
Switch Output Channels

Suppose we have an V x N. dilation K switch. We may form thie conditional
probability mass function of the loads on the output channels. given the
input load, by conditioning. Say that the random variable Lfq represents
the load on the 9 th channel in the fth logical direction.
WVe wish to evaluate the expression
P LI

.1... .Lx.Vk = IX.

I L(,,

L•.•,

=/I ,,}

For an event E. define

Q{IE = P{E I L(-, = 1(...... L(.,,=

.

(1.5)
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Of course Q {I }. like P " I 1,. = .......
, =
i a I-)ibability in
Ihle usual sense: tile defi nition is used to make complet ely clear the signfiicance of the further conditioning we, perform below. W\e will co(ldit ionll on
the number of messaes diredced in each logical direction. If tile random
variable (, represents tile number of messages routed in logical direction 1.
we have:

Q{LIj = /I., .....
1:
4.1 ...... I A\

L v\k. = X.}.k
.

Q{L1 .

Q{DI = ,1t .....

=
=D

1.. . ..

D.\. = ,,,

where the suin is over all V-tul)les (1 .....

F-\=, di

A =

LN'A =/.\.A

(1.6])

d/<- such that each d, > 0 and

j.

Now we consider the switching probabilityv. We calculate the probabilities for tile V logical directions using Equation (3.7) of Section 3.6 (of
course. under uniform addressing each of these probal)bilities would be 1/.\").
Suppose that these probabilities are tI.q2 ...

q.\-.

By our assumption of

z'!

independence of message addresses. the probabilitv that of the
1 ., arriving miessages. d, are directed in direction 1. d 2 in direction 2. and so oil.
is simply multinomial. so that
Qf
(itD\di
..... Di.y

l_ m,•IIC
() ..... d

).

1.1

..

q.

(-.7)

Now let us evaluate Q{ L11 = 11 ..... L.,,-,=A'.Ik D I =di ..... D
Say that bi is the number of messages output inl direction h: that is. b,
,
j= This number is not the same as d;. because if there are more than
ig..
K messages to be output in a K-wide direction. some messages are dropped
and lost. If bi messages are output. then under stochastic concentration the
channels are picked with uniform probalbility. and so the probability of any
single configuration will be 1'
Thus
Q{LI.I

..

-j.=l-x I/~
D, = di .....
0•[

if for any i.

where bi

yK 1 ,.

otherwise

!D.% = d.v.

bi 5 min (di. K)
(A.8)
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01f course. it' the coliditiolial joilt probal)bility of thel load oi a siubsel
of the switchls output channels is desired. as Ot)l)ose(d to all of the switchli s
channels. we (cat sinipi yvsu11 this expressioii over all the possible loads on
tile complemient of the subset of channels whose loads are required. as the
different coiifigurat ions ofl lhe outi )pt chantnels aire ouit uallv exclulsive evelt s.

4.5

Automatic Calculation of Blocking Probabilities

It will be clear that the automatic calculatioii of blocking prob)abilities 1)v
this means will require a great (teal of tine. Suppose we have a computer
program that calculates the blocking probabilities for a network in the itmost
obvious way. 1) finding the joint probability iiass function of the channels
leaving the final stage. using Equation (4.3) recursively. In the worst case. we
can imagine a aetwork where there are N stages and -l1 dependent channels
between each of the A stages. and the joint probability mass function of all
of the channels between each of the stages must be formed. The domain
of the joint probability mnass function for each stage then is of size 2-',
each value being calculated as a sum over 21 tertis. Assuming the time
to calculate each of the ternis sumnied over iii Equation (4.3) is O(,Al). we
have then 0 (x M22Mt) for the worst-case performnance.
The performance on some networks can be better than this. however.
Suppose that we need to calculate P{L(, = 1(......
.
L., = /,, }. Let S (c)
denote the set of source nodes from which messages can reach channel c.
If we can partition the set of channels {'I ..... C',,} into disjoint subsets
,51 ...... ,, such that for any C E .5i and (IC E Sj. i ý j. S (Ct) n S ((',) is
ermpt.v then the loads oii the channels in each subset Si are inidel)endent of
the loads on the channels in any and all of the ot her subsets in the partition.:i
:'As can be seen from the argument in Section 3.2.
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Figure -4.5: The network of Figure 4.1. with sw~itches labeled.
Then the expression PI{(ý=
/(.,,I} cat. lbe factored into the
. . . . . . . 1L(
product of in joint probabilitY miass functions. one for each subset 5i. lin thle
limiting case of a Banvanl network. a complete factoring will Ibe possib~le forevery set of channels. and the sunmmation itself can be fa~ctored. so that thle
worst case performance for a Banyan network of N stages with .11 channels
bet ween the stages beconies O(NMI).
A Common LISP programn has been written to evaluate the joint p~rob)ability mass funtction of the loads oit specified channels inl a multistage inlterconnection network. Thle program is given a symbolic description of the
interconnection ttetwork: this reqluires labeling the switching nodes of lthe
netwvork. We show a labeling of thle network of Figure 4.1 nodes inl Figure 4.5. 'File input (lescription for thtis network is shown itl Figutte -4.5.
Tite progratn uses the net work representation to b~uildl anl internal strutclure inl which ( fo- exatnple) ;informiation ab~out itndep~endlence of channel loads
has b~een pie-co.nr)tited. and channels have been assigned itatnes genleratedl
from thle namies of the their nodes of origin and destination. One c-an t heit
lue'rYv thle pr1ogramt for the probability tnass function of interest. 'FThe resuilt
is niunmerical. as in lthe exam pie below:
> (setq d8x8

(parse-multistage-network
determinist ically-interwired-8x8-rep))

(HA PTER I. j1I:1?F'011111 Nx('l0
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(defparameter detersiinistically-intervired-Bx8-rep
;;inputs first -- these don't get a conditional probability
function.
1(CiO (a b) nil 1/2) (il (a b) nil 1/2)
(i2 (a b) nil 1/2) (i3 (a b) nil 1/2)
(iA (c d) nil 1/2) (iS (c d) nil 1/2)
(i6 (c d) nil 1/2) Ui7 (c d) nil 1/2)
;; stage 1 4x4's
(a (e f g h) 4x2d2-cp-fun) (b (e f g hi)4x2d2-cp-fun)
(c (e f g h) 4x2d2-cp-fun) (d (e f g hi)4x2d2-cp-fun)
;; stage 2 4x4's
(e (ttO ttl tt2 tt3) 4x2d2-cp-fun)
('f (tt4 ttl tt6 tt7) 4x2d2-cp-fum)
(g (tt4 ttS tt6 tt7) 4x2d2-cp-fu~n)
;; stage 3 2x2's
(ttO (00 01) 2x2d1-cp-fun) (ttl CoO 01) 2x2d1-cp-fun)
(tt2 (o2 03) 2x2dl-cp-fun) (tt3 (o2 o3) 2x2d1-cp-fun)
(tt4 (o4 aS) 2x2d1-cp-fun) (ttS (o4 o5) 2x2d1-cp-fun)
(tt6 (06 o7) 2x2d1-cp-fun) (tt7 (06 07) 2x2d1-cp-fun)
;; outputs
CoO) (01) (o2) (o3) (o4) (oS) (o6) (o7)))

Figure -1.6: S'yholic dlescrip~tionl of the network of Figure 4.5. The description specifies that during each cYcle each source nodle generates a message
withI prohabilit.N 1/2.
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#<MULTISTAGE-NETWORK 8x8>
> (jlpmf '(tt6-o7-0 tt7-o7-0) d8x8)
(#S(JLPMF-PART CHANNELS (#<CHANNEL TT6-07-0>
#<CHANNEL TT7-07-0>)
NUMBER-OF-CHANNELS 2
VECTOR #(10321939817/17179869184
2931771091/17179869184
2931771091/17179869184
994387185/17179869184)))
|lere we have calculated tlhe joint probability mass function of thie loads
on two channels leading from two 2 x 2 switches to sink 07 in the network
of Figure 4.1, given a probability of transmission in each message source
of 1/2. and under a uniform destination address distribution. The vector
component of the structure result above is indexed by integers in which the
bit with weight 2' specifies the load of the ith channel (starting with i = 0)
in the vector of channels whose joint loading probability mass function was
required. Thus in the example above, the prol)ability that no messages are
transmitted to sink 07 is 10321939817/17179869184 ,• 0.601: the probabilit"v that I message is transmitted along the channel from switch TT7 to 07
is 2931771091/17179869184 ; 0.171. as is the probability that 1 message is
transmitted along the channel to 07 from switch TT6. Finally. the probabilitv that both channels carry a message is 994:387185/17179869184 ; 0.058:
we assume here, as in [21, that a message sink can receive two messages
4
during a single cycle.
To find the blocking probability of the network, we use Equation (2.1):
we form the probability of successful message transmission as the ratio of the
expected number of messages entering the network to the expected number
of messages arriving at sinks. Because of the symmetry of the network. all
the channels leading to sinks have identical loading probabilities, and so
we can simply sum the expectations of their loads. We have then that the
expected number of messages arriving at a single sink is
2931771091
171719869184

2931771091
17179869184

994:387185

981539569
21474S364

4If a sink can receive only one message during a cycle, then the expected
number of
messages received by a sink during a cycle will be

10321939817
6857929367
117179869184 -- 17179869184

(10.40
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Figure 4.7: The probability of successful message transmission (P{Success})
plotted against the the source transmission probability (Pi) for the network
of Figure 4.1. under a uniform destination address distribution.
and the expected number of messages arriving at all sinks during any cycle
is
981539569
981539569
-

2147483648

-=

268435456

5 3.66

Because the expected number of messages entering the network is 8 4.
we have that the aggregate probability of successful message transmission
in this network at a loading factor of 1/2 is
E[messages arriving at sinks]
E[messages injected by sources]

981539569
• 0.914
1073741824

and thus the blocking probability is approximately 0.086.
We plot for the network of Figure 4.1 the probability of successful message transmission versus the probability that a source transmits in Figure 4.7.
The Common LISP implementation internally records joint probability
mass functions so that they need not be recomputed. The implementation
has been coded with some attention to p)erformance. because, although tlhe
asymptotic performance is pessinial, the same code is used on subnetworks
of larger networks in an approximation scheme.
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Figure 4.8: A 16 x 16 network with random interwiring in the first and
second stages. The figure is from [2].

4.6

Applicability of Exact Calculation of Blocking Probabilities

We have presented a means of exact calculation of the blocking probability
of a multistage network with redundant paths. and demonstrated its use in
a program that automatically calculates blocking probabilities and exploits
independence of channel loading probabilities where this is possible.
The implementation described cannot be used to calculate the blocking
probabilities of networks with much more path redundancy than the one of
Figure 4.1. We might consider an implementation that could exploit the
symmetry exhibited by some multistage networks. but such an implementation could still not be used on a network like that in Figure -1.8. in which
the wiring in the first and second stages is not symmetric and is in fact
randoomly generated. That such networks are of interest is demnonst rated in
[16].
Thus we must seek approximate solutions to the problem. This we do
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in the next chap~ter. where we will see that the exact equations and our
algorithmi for solving them caan be used to realize a faster approximation
Ilethod.

Chapter 5

Approximating Performance
Parameters for Multipath
Networks
5.1

Introduction

We saw in the previous chapter that exact calculation of the probability
mass functions of channels leading to sinks in a multipath network could
be very expensive. In this chapter we seek a method of approximation of
performance parameters that will allow us to e"timate to within a given
error the loading probability of a channel leading to a sink. We will do
this by using Monte Carlo methods. attempting both direct simulation of
the network and also approximation of Equation (4.3). and compare the
expense and error of the two methods.
Our approximations use exactly the model we described in Sections 2.1
and 4.2. We will find that this exact correspondence is important as we
develop a method of approximating solutions to the equations by a combination of simulation and exact methods.

5.2

Direct Simulation

In direct simulation. we simulate the transition through the network of a
group of messages generated in a single cycle as follows:

50
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1. Messages are generated for the cvcle being simulated 1)% sources i
accordance with tile source transmission probabilities pi.
2. Addresses are picked according to the destination address distribution.
3. The messages arrive at switching elements and are directed in logical
directions in accordance with their addresses.

"* The direction of more messages in a logical direction than there
are channels in the direction is resolved by randomly choosing
messages are blocked.

"* Output channels within a logical direction are selected randonlyv.
with each channel having the same probability ol being selected
to carry a message.
4. Step 3 is repeated until we have calculated the loads of the channels
whose states we are examining in the simulation.
Note that. using the results of Section 3.6. we can generate the same
(listribution of messages as we do in step 2 by modifying step 3 to randomly
pick. for each message, a logical direction in accordance with the switching
probabilities of the switch. Our simulation algorithm then becomes:
1. Messages are generated for the cycle being simulated by sources in
accordance with the source transmission probabilities pi.
2. The messages arrive at switching elements and are directed in logical
directions in accordance with the switching probabilities of the switch.

"* The direction of more messages in a logical direction than there
are channels in the direction is resolved by truncating the number
of messages to the dilation of the logical direction.

"* Output channels within a logical direction are selected randomly.
with each channel having the same probability of being selected
to carry a message.
3. Step 2 is repeated until we have calculated the loads of the channels
whose states we are examining in lie simulation.
Simulation procedures for the random selections described above are
straightforward. We describe them briefly here: details of these techniques
can be found in introductory texts on probability models ((.g.. [25]).
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Message generation is l)erformed ,bysire ulat ing t he generat ion of a Bernoulli
random variable with the source transtuissioii probability. Selection of logi-

cal directions for a message can be performed 1v subdividing the half-open
interval [0. 1 ) into as inany' segment s as there are logical directions, the length
of the segment for a logical direction being the samne as the prohabilit v of
selecting that direction. A uniform random variable U is generated and the
segment into which U falls is taken as corresponding to the selected logical
direction. Finally, the random selection of output channels within a logical
direction can be performed in many waxys; we do so by considering the k
channels to correspond to b)its in a k-bit vector. If there are 11messages to
')e directed in the logical direction. we set only the low n bit.s in the vector
and then randoomuly permute the vector, which can be done in 0(/,) steps.1
The bits that are set after the permutation correspond to the channels that
carry messages.

5.3

Approximation of Performance Parameters
Using Direct Simulation

Repeated simulations can be used to approximate the parameter of interest
by the Monte Carlo method. Suppose that what we are interested in is the
probability that some set of channels C' has a particular loading configuration
1. We run some number N of simulations. examining after each simulation
the loads on the channels C'. If the channels have the loading configuration
1. the experiment is considered a "hit" and has value 1. If the channels do
not have the loading configuration 1. the experiment is a 'miss" with value
0. The mean of the values of the experiment is taken as an approximation
of the expected load.
Now we describe direct simulation using standard notation. as the tex2
tual description above would prove too unwieldy later in the chapter.
Let rI . r 2. .
1k denote all the random variates that might be required
direct simulation by the algorithm described above.3
a
single
perform
to
Then let R = (']..2 .....

1k) be a vector of these random variates. Now let

R1. R 2 ..... R, be a sequence of such vectors. identically and independently
distributed.
'Using an algorithm on pp. 474-476 of [25].
We use the notation of [1i].
"3That the number of random variales that might be required is finite will he clear when
we consider that only a finite number of outcomes from each experiment is possible.
2
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If f (R) is a function whose value is I where the chanleis ( whosest ales
•%e are examining in simulation have I he load 1. and 0 where they do not.
then the variables
f, = f(Ri)
are identically and independently distributed. If E[f (R)] =It. then

is an unbiased estimator of P{L(, = I} = .
In order to calculate error bounds on our1 approxiination.", we will need
to know the variance of f. Because the f, are Bernoulli.
Var W

-/I(I

-/I)

because p (1 - p ) is the variance of f (R). Unfortunately. this expression
will not be very useful in practice, as we do not a priori know p. or there
would be no need to estimate it. Thus we estimate the variance of f(R).
using the ulbiased estimator
a2

=~

• Var(f (R))

-

There are means of estimating the variance of s2. but we will not use
these, as in practice the variance is sinall. and( our error bounds are conservative.
Given the estimate s2 for Var(f (R)). we may estimate the variance of

I as
Var f)

-

It

yielding a standard error of c;1VIT. which shows clearly that the error will
vary as the inverse root of the number of trials.

5.4

Bounding the Number of Iterations

To bound the number of iterations for which our simulation must run in
order to achieve a specified level of precision at a specified confidence. we
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can use t he (Chelvshev Inequalit v. which states I hal if . is a random variable
withi inean p and( variance v,2. then

P{I~X

-;,I

Ž• A} _•F'J

('all the number of iterations performed n. Suppose that we wish to bound
)v c the probability that our1 estimate f deviates fronm the value p being
estimated by more than some fraction d of p. Because lie variance of f i.
we have
It

P{lj

-

pI}

(T 2
Snd2 1p

/11> di/}

,'id,1I
>

(5.1)

T2

Now we can estimate lhe number of iterations we require by considering c.
the complement of our desired confidence level:
2

O-

Cd2 /12
O. 2

(5.2)

cd-21 2

In practice we use the estimate .;2 for O-2 and the estimate f for p in calculating a projected number of iterations. We repeat the calculation after
each iteration of the algorithm and check to see whether we have performed
enough iterations to bound the error as desired.
The Chebyshev Inequality provides a conservative bound on the ulniber of iterations required. For large nunlbers n of simulations, we expect
from the Central Limit Theorem that the distribution of f is aplproximately
normal. Thus. for example, we may have 95(7( confidence that f is in the
interval 1- I,
+ 2.
We can use the (Central Limit Theorem in tle
same way that we did the ('hebvshev Inequalitv. to calculate a projected
number of iterations required to bound the error as desired.
By the Central Limit Theorem we have that

p{ fi +

f 2 + .. .

(I-

)(i)

as

n

-

x
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so that

IP

-<
"

-4÷t,0

17
=

Substituting d for

24•(a)-

as,

-x

(5.n)

and taking the comnplenient, we have t(hen

/I

(t5.4)

aI

( I-

where as before we use the estimate .s for a and the estimate f for /I in
practice. If we wish to bound by c the probability that f varies from the
desired result by more than d. we may use our formula by calculating after
1
each iteration of the simulation the quantity 2
- 4(T'f)
and halting
when it is less than c.I

(1

5.5

)

An Example of Direct Simulation

A program has been written to estimate the probability that a set of channels
in a network will have a particular load, using the simulation algorithm of
Section 5.2. Although simulation will let us estimate blocking probabilities
for larger networks, and we will use a larger network later in the chapter. here
we use the network of Figure 4.1. reproduced here in Figure 5.1. We do so
because we know an exact result for this network (as shown in Section 1.5).
and thus we can verify tha~t in this example the simulation algorithm achieves
the error bounds it should.
We will estimate the probability that both of the channels leading to
sink - in this network carry no messages. We had determined in Section .1.5
that this probability (under uniform addressing. with each source having a
probability of 0.5 of generating a message at each cycle) was
P{LTTi-07-o = 0. LTT7-07-0
S1•1- =

10321939M 17
) = 1021:981•
4986918-1

0.6008

4
0f course, we could also use the inverse function (D-' to allow us to project a number
of iterations: but we have not done this here.
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Figure 5.1: The 8 x 8 deterministically-interwired network of Figure -1.1. 1I1
the example we estimate the probabilit v that the channels leading to sink 7
carry no messages. under uniform addressing.
We see in Figure 5.2 the result of running the program to estimate the required probability. using Equation (5.-4) to calculate the number of iterations
necessary to achieve an estimate that lies within 1'/ of the actual value with
95(/( confidence.
We see that approximately 25.000 iterations are required to estiniate the
value

15222
25211
which is indeed within 1V of the exact solution. Using the more conservative
bound of Equation t5.2). tie simulation runs for about 133.000 iterations.
yielding a result of 79825/1328-17 ; 0.6009.

5.5.1

The Expense of Direct Simulation

For a network with N stages with M channels between each stage. all iteration of the direct simulation algorithm of Section 5.2 runs in tinme O(N.Vl).
We can use Equation (5.2) to b)ound the total cost of estimating p with a

S•0.604
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> (setq o7-channels (elements-named '(tt6-o7-0 tt7-o7-0) d8x8))
(#<CHANNEL TT6-07-0> #<CHANNEL TT7-07-0>)
> (simulate-multi-channel-loading-probability d8x8 o7-channels '(0 0)
(make-clt-stopping-function .01 .05 5000))
Iteration 15; mean: .667; variance: .238; current confidence .042
Iteration 5000; mean: .607; variance: .239; current confidence 0.62
Iteration 10000; meam: .603; variance: .239; current confidence .782
Iteration 15000; mean: .605; variance: .239; current confidence .871
Iteration 20000; mean: .603; variance: .239; current confidence .919
Iteration 25000; mean: .604; variance: .239; current confidence .949
15222/25211
76026279/317784655
25211

5.2: lstiitnati.g by direct simuilation the probabilit that 1)0o1h channets leading to sink 7 in the network of Figiure 5.1 carry%no messages. under
uniformn addressinag and wil h a source iransinission probabiliyt of 1/2.
Figure

deviation factor of d and at a confidenie of I - c as
(7.2

A(

M1
(2/12)

)

0

{

(

___1)_

C(12 /j1

because in tle Bernoulli trials that inake up tho iterations of a direct si mulation we have ar

/I (1 - /).

5.6

Approximating a Solution to the Exact Equations

5.6.1

Approximating Equation (4.2) Across a Single Stage

We saw in (Chapter -1 that our inethod of exacl calculation of blocking
probabilities suffered from exptonential inicrease in the expense of calculation
as the nunber of dependent pallis between stages increased.
(l-at ion (4.2)
specified the probabilily that a set of outpult chaninels of switches. del)icted
in Figure 5.3. carried a Iparticiular load:
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Figure 5.3/: The itetwork stag-, referred to by E(ltiation (5.5).
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Pj1L(., = /(, ...... L ., = /- .ý I :

Y,

1•.,......

I LH, = /H ...... l ,,, :/B,,, } -

.L(,

1[41 ..... I B•

P{ LBn, =

.B..... LB,,,

/,,,H
B }

(5.5)

where t ie stim is over all Iulpies /n 1 ..... I.., wil h elements ill {0. 14.
A. met hod of alpp roximate solution of this equation that suggests itself
immediately is one of the following forimi:
Rather than calculating this sum over all tsiles 1B, .....

IB,,,.

calculate it exactly for only some of the tuples.
To be more precise. suppose that we dlefine
4,,, ) =

g (B .....

PIL(., = /(. ...... L

cA.

I LB,1

= / , .....

LB,,, = 1B,,,

and we generate tuples /'B ..... 1B,,, randomly in accordance with the probability mass function P{ LB,1 = l + .... LB,,, = IB,, I.
Now y (B..... IB,,, ) is a random variable, and its expectation is
E[y (I .....

IB ,, )]

=

yt (.( .....

'B,,,

)P {L

B,

.B.....
LB,,,

IB,,,}

EI...... 1,Y_

E

P{L(.,

I=(....... L(.,

P{LB = I lB3 .....
-

P{L(., =
1

.....

lA I LB, = I, ..... LB,,

I,,,)
B=
•

LB,,, =B113.}

Lc, = I(c,}

Thus we see t hat g ('B.

'B,,,

) is an unbiased estimator of the probability

we wished to estimate: P{L(., =.1(......

L.

= 1(,,}.

We (-an readily calculate
P{L ., = 1'.....

Lc,(,

=I

LB, = IH .....

LB,,, =

',,,

}

by factoring the expression as in Equation (4.3). As we observed il (Chapter -1. although the loads on the channels ('C.....C( are n0ot ill general
independent. tihe loads omi tihe subset of channels originating at each switching element are indepiendent given the message loads omi tlie i lp)u chanmnels
..... B,,,.
.
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0

0
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0m

i-

:
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Figure 5.4: The solid box shows tile stages of the network for which the
estimator y perfornis an exact calculation: the dotted box shows tie stages
of the network for which h will perform anl exact calculation.
5.6.2

Approximating Equation (4.2) Across Multiple Stages

k\e have then an estimator for the probability that a set of channels at
some stage in the network carries a particular load. We ma'v estimate the
value of this probability 1) generating, in accordance with the appropriate
probability distribution, input loads for the switches at which the channels
originate. It occurs now to ask whether we might be able to extend the
estimation technique to cover niore than one stage of tile network.
The situation is as depicted in Figure 5.4. We have an estimator y that
will allow us to estimate the probability of loads on the channels ('C ..... (.
if we generate the loads on the input channels B1 . .... B,,,. We require an
estimator h that will allow us to estimate the probalbilit v of loads on the
channels 01 ....
. by generating the loads Bl..... B,.
The estimator 1 ('B ....
'.1B,,,) will in fact sinmply be
(B .....

B,,, ) =

P1 Lo, = lo .....

L

o,

LB

= 1B ...... L ,,, = 1B,,,}

(5.(i)
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which. by aln argument identical Io that for y. will b)e ainul)ia.,,ed estimator

of 1J{Lo, = 1 ,...... Lo,, = / ,, }.
To evalualt

t he conditional prot)abiliV.v, we define

Q{E} = P{/EI LB, =/ 1 H.....

L,,

=B ,,,}

[f the inplut chiainiels to tile final-stage switches are calledV, .....

DJ.

we now have

Q{Lo

=lo ...... Lo,, = I0J

Z

.....

ILo,
ID

..

L-,, = 1,, L = ,),...... Lu1
L,

/ 1),
(5.7)

= 1)}

which is similar to Equation (4.2). Note that
Q{jLo,=lo

.....

Lo,,= 10,,LI

P{Lo,=o.....

=.

1o,, I L

Lo.

}

.......

=

.....

L

=I

because, given the loads on the input channels D1 ..... D,. the loading
probalbilities on the channels 01 ..... 0, are independent of the loads on
B, . . . . . B,,,. so long as these are distinct from DI .... . Dj. Thus the conditional probability inside the summation can be factored in the same fashion
as that in Equation (4.2).
We can evaluate the term
(

LD, = ID, ...... LI), = ID,}

using Equation (5.7) recursively. just as we did with Equation (-1.2). In fact.
the only point at which tlie evaluatioji of h ( 'B.
.lB,, ) will differ from
that of a network comes when the channels D, ..... D., correspond to the
channels B1 ..... B,,,. At this point we will he evaluating

P{LB
L

'1L
1 .....

LB,,,

=•
1 'B
.
PIich on1,,
.....
which will h~e I onlYv when

t

If

LB,,, =b,
/'
L,,,

L,
I

B .
= / .

8

,

LB,,, =

H1

('1.l
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and will be 0 otherwise.
It is interesting to note that this last expre.-;sion can lhu.1b1

Q

L

=

...... L

t-

B,,,

P{ILB, = /1',, I Lts,I ~=i IB,
'B

fdt lorktl

a.,

-

11• .I..
.. .=PL,,,
• P 11LH..=11..IL,,,

1,H
[B,
LB,,, =/B,,.}

which deruoust rates that, given the input loads, the individual channel probabilities are independent. In particular. we see that in evaluating h (IBH ..... B,,,1B
we may treat the channels Bi ..... B,,, as the source chanuels of a network
tile sources of which have t ransuiission prol)ability 0 when 1Bt = 0. and
transmnission probal)ilit v I when 1B )B=
1.
That is. we see froni Equation (4.A) that a channel leading from a source
that transmits with prol)abilitY /B, has a loading p)robabilityv mass function
P{ LB/B '}
if/BB isO
(5.8)

{

P L= =
I,

if /1

is I

which. because /B, and /', can only be 0 or 1. is tlhe same as

P{LB, =',

LB, =1B,

Therefore we see that we may evaluate the conditional probability that
is the definition of the estimator h by' mneans of recursive application of
Equation (4.3) with a network whose sources lB ..... IB,,, are connected to
channels B, . . . . . B,,,. Source [B3has source transmission probabilitv 0 when
1B, = 0. and source transmission probabilityv I when I'B = 1.
Thus a scheme for approximating Equation (4.2) is to pick a stage at
which to divide the network, and solve the network to the right of it exactl.
given source transinission probabilities equal to loads that we generate with
probabilities given bv the joint plrobability mass function of the channels
where the division was made. This yields a sample value of the unbiased
estiniator h (/o ..... lo,, ). whose expectation we nmay evaluate by a Monte
Carlo method.
5.6.3

Generating Random Variates from the Joint Probability Mass Function P{L8 , = /H ...... LB,,, = B,,, }

It remains to describe a method of generating random tuples 1B1
.... 1H',,, in
accordance with thie probaibility mass function P{ LB 1 = IB .....
LB,,, = I/,,, }.
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Tlie method is straightforward: we simply sit milate the network using the
met hod of Section 5.2. and use the channel loads generated bv the simulation. Because we were careful that our simulalion would correspond exactly
to the equatiolis. the random variates generated this waY\ will have the mass
functioii P{LB1 = 1,H..... L,,, =: ,,, }.
Thus we see that onie method of a)lproximiate solution of the exact eqluations corresponids to comllininig siniulation an(d exact calculation.

litfact.

looked at aniother way. solving for the loading probal)ilities of lhe suhinetwork
mua(le up of the later stages is sinmply a mieans of reducing the variance of the

simnulation. because, as we shall see. hi (Io ...... o,, ) will always have lower
variance than the correspontding Bernoulli variable in direct simnulation.

5.7

Examples of Approximation of the Exact Equations

A program has been written to use the approxiniation method described in
the previous section. We will first examiine some details of the perforilanice
of the nmethod by considering some examples in detail. Then we will use the
techuiques we have described to compare the performance of three networks.

5.7.1

Performance of the approximation method on some
simple examples

For a first example. let us consider the fanmiliar network depicted in Figtire (5.5). Here the estimator I is used for only the final stage of the network.
The resulting run is shown in Figure 5.6.
We see that about 11.000 iterations are require(] to estimate a loading
probability of
100811
0.5997
168112
as compared to about 25.000 iterations for the sanme error bound by hdirect simulationi. The reason for the difference is directly evident when we
compare the variance of f(R) to that of I(1o ..... 10,,):
Var(f (R)) ; 0.239

but

Var (hi
(to• .....

o,,)) zz .098

so that the variance has beemi reduced 1y a factor of about 2.43.
This is in fact a general result: the variance of 1i will always be lower
than that of f. as we shall see in Seclion 5.9.
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Figure 5.5: The S x 8 determiiniistically-initerwired network of Figure 4.1.
The left box con~taiiis the two stages simiulated in the first oxamiple of Sectiou 5.71.1: the right box contains the stage solvedl for exactl~y.

> (estimate-loading-probability d8x8-left-2 d8x8-right-1
'((tt6-o7-0 0) (tt7-o7-0 0))

(make-cit-stopping-function .01 .05 5000)
1(g-tt6-sink h-tt6-sink g-tt7-sink h-tt7-sink))
Iteration 15; mean: 0.7; variance: .151; current confidence .056
Iteration 5000; mean: .597; variance: 0.1; current confidence .819
Iteration 10000; mean: .601; variance: .098; current confidence .944
100811/ 168112
231602841/2354912896
10507

Figure 5.6i: Estimnation by approximiation inet hod of tile Iprohalility'N hat
bothI channels leading to sink 7 in thle network of Figure 5.5 carry no Messages. uinder uniformn addressing and withI a source transinnssiomm probabifit v
of 1/2. (onipare to Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.7: The 16 x 16 randonly-interwired network of Figure 4.8. The
network is from [2].
It will be clear from Equations (5.2) and (5.3) that. all other factors
remaining equal. the number of iterations required to achieve an error bound
is a linear function of the variance of the random variable whose expectation
is being estimated.
Now we try direct simulation and our al)proximation nlethod on the
four-stage 16 x 16i network of Figure 4.8. reproduced in Figure 5.7.
We see in Figure 5.8 the results of using direct simulation to estimate
the probability that the top channel leading to sink 0 in the network of
Figure 5.7 carries no messages. In Figure 5.9 we see the results of using
the approximation method where exact calculation is used for only the final
stage of the network. Finally. in Figure 5.10 we see the results of using
the apl)roximation method where exact calculation is used for the final two
stages of the network. In all three cases. uniform ad(dressinig was used. with
sources having transmission probabilities of 1/2.
Where direct simulation was used. the variance was • 0.t71: where exact
calculation was used for only the final stage. the variance was • 0.072; where
exact calculationi was used for the final two stages. the variance was • 0.018.
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> (simulate-multi-channel-loading-probability rndl6xl6
(elements-named '(ttO-oO-O) rndl6xl6) '(0)
(make-clt-stopping-function .01 .05 5000))
Iteration 15; mean: 0.8; variance: .171; current confidence 0.06
Iteration 5000; mean: .778; variance: .173; current confidence .815
Iteration 10000; mean: 0.78; variance: .172; current confidence 0.94
8392/10737
2459905/14409054
10737

Figure 5.8: Estimating the probability that the first channel leading to sink
0 in the network of Figure 5.7 carries no messages. by direct simulation.
10.737 iterations were required to achieve the error bound of ±1(/7 with
9.5(; confidence. Here uniform addressing was used. with sources having
transmission probabilities of 1/2.

> (estimate-loading-probability rndl6xl6-left-3 rndl6xl6-right-1
, ((tto-oO-0 0))
(make-clt-stopping-function

.01

.05 5000)

' (s-ttO-sink t-ttO-sink))
Iteration 15; mean: 0.75; variance: 0.08; current confidence .082
7101/9076
2976821/41177812
4538

Figure 5.9: Estinmating the probability that the first channel leading to sink
0 in the network of Figure 5.7 carries no messages. by approximation where
exact calculation is used for only the final stage of the network. 4, 533 iterations were required to achieve the error bound of ±-17/ with 95(/ confidence.
Uniform addressing was used. with sources having transmission probabilit ies
of 1/2.
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> (estimate-loading-probability rndl6xl6-left-2 rnd!6x16-right-2
' ((ttO-oO-0 0))
(make-clt-stopping-function .01 .05 5000)
'(j-s-sink k-s-sink 1-s-sink m-s-sink

j--,.-sink k-t-sink 1-t-sink m-t-sink))

Iteration 15; mean: .762; variance: 0.02; current confidence .164
16577/21376
935754207/51132760064
1169

Figure 5.10: Estimating the probabilit y that the first channel leading to sink

0 in the network of Figure 5.7 carries no messages. 1)y av)Iproxilnation where
exact calculation is used for the final two stages of the, network. 1. 169 iterations were requiredIto achieve the error 1)ound of ± 17( with 95W confidence.
Uniform addressing was use(d. with sources having transinission prol)abilities
of 1/2.
We see then that t" using exact calculation for two stages of this network.
we reduce the numiber of iterations necessary by a factor of about 9. In the
next section we will see why we can always expect lower variance from h
than from f.

5.7.2

A comparison of the performance of three networks

We present three example networks. all taken from [2]. The first network. shown in Figure 5.11. is constructed from two non--dilated four-stage
networks connecting 16 endpoints. Because the degree of path-redundancy
is small (there are only two paths connecting any two endpoints), automatic
calculation of the exact probability of successful message transmission is
feasible.
The second network. shown in Figure 5.12. is a deterministicall'y-interwired
multipath network constructed from -1 x 2. dilation 2 crossbars. and 2 x 2
crossbars. As can be seen in the figure. multiple paths connect any two
endpoints. and calculation of the exact probability of successful message
transmissioll is not quickly feasible on current uniprocessor workstations.
The third network is the rando.ily*
v-interwired inultipath network of Figtire 5.7. Recall that. as with the deterministicallv-interwired network. multiple p)aths connect any two endpoints. and. again, exact calculation of per-

('tl R I'T
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Figure 5.11: A 16 x 16 network coznstructed from txwo non-dilated networks
each colnnecting 16 endpoints. Redundant paths betweeni an input and an
output are shown. The figure is froin [2].
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Figure 5.12: A (16 x 16 network with deterministic interwiring in the first
and second stages. Redundant paths between an input and an outpput are
shown. The figure is from [2].
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Figure 5.13: The probability of successful iuessage translnissioii is shown

for each of the three networks in Figures 5.11. 5.12. and 5.7. The iesult.
for the replicated network are shown inl black. and are exact: the results
for the deterministicallv-interwired network are shown in grey. and those
for the randomly-interwired network are shown dashed. See the text for a
discussion of the results.
formance parameters is too expensive to be feasible.
The performance of the three networks can nonetheless he compared effectivel]v using the exact method for the first and the approximation method
for the second and third. In the cases where the approximation method was
used. we have specified that the solution must lie within ±:I:I/ of the actual
value with 95W confidence.
We see in Figure 5.13 the probability of successful message transmission
for each of the three networks, and in Figure 5.1- the bandwidth, or throughput, for each of the three networks. As was also found in [21 (although using a
much more complex model), the deterministicallv- and randonlv-inlerwired
networks perform identically to within the resolution of the approximation:
and the replicated network performs considerably worse than either.
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Figure 5.1-1: Tfile bandwidth. o<r tlihroghput,. is shown for each of Ihe three
networks in Figures 5.11. 5.12. and 5.7. The results for the replicaled neIwork are shown ini black, and are exact: the results for he det ermiinist icall vinterwired network are shown in grey. and t hose fort lie randoinlv-interwired
network are shown dashed. See the text for a (liscuission of the results.
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Variance of Estimators in the Approximation
Method and in Direct Simulation

and well-kilowlii Ilheoreutl il
jle(ao1( 1115cllillWla
have-( seell ini our examples: I lhe esli iialor b w\ill always have lower variance
than will ihe est inialor f. hii [1J. Wle I ioreii is paraphrasedl as. -il. at aliv
p)oint of* it loile ('albi) al('ilat ol. we caln replace( all est iliale by anl exact
value, we .,hall reduice the samplin~lig error in thle finial resnult
lhi.is is wkhy
We c'an seel ouir iuiet hot of' alplroxiilatling thle exact 0('qtlaiolis as at mleanis
of reducing I lie varianice of I he sin) rat ionl. The exact equlal on.s are, too
expenisivye to solve exac tly For large ii.'l works, Wvitl nillaly dlepenidenut pathsi.
but knowvledge,ý andtl use oF thle exautI eq?)lat 101 oil a su bproblem iu akes, it
p~ossib~le For us" to realize in sininilatliol thle redl iced sampjlinlg error prlomlised
.\simple

by Ilie thIeorelli.

The argluwlelt Iin [10] is short eiouigli that we reprod uce it here, adapted
to~ oil part icuilar estjiiuators.

\Qe not1e that

f is binomiial.

it

f ( R) and h~ (Q...
.
has,, variance /I (1 Var (h~)

I Ii

-

1H ) have

1:

{j

-

p. Meanuse
is givell by

tWle sanolwman.

p). Thie variancte of' /I

141,12

it

Ar (f) -- ar (hI)

2

p2-~-(i:t
Q -[h

)

Now. h. being atloadinlg prtobab~ility. lies illthle interval [0. 1]. So that everywliere It > /12 , Bu h111
takes on with i~101zero problab~ilityv at least soile
valus that are 1101 (or 1. hera use 1 is not hkierliulli. so thatli orme tiIn)lef'
(' .....
18..). It - h > 0. Thus. 14/i - h2] > 0 and Var(f) > Var(/,). ais
wev
desired to show.

5.9

Expense of the Approximation Method

Onle is templtedl by t lie results ol'Sectin~l 5.7.1 to ask what happens, if We againi
incerease I lle nunihe1br 0' stages I'mr whidh /I perforlils anl exact calculhation11.
Altlouigli it see~ni likely that lie4variance would he reduced furthler. I lie

(11.
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exp~erimlenit is 11ot likely to be worl our11while. as thle nietwork for which
wve would be4 calculalting exact ly thle loaliig Jproh~lsibiitie
would niow have a
iniicli larger niiumber or reduindaiit pat jis leadIing r1011 it-, sourcIes to siiik 0.
Thius wev w\oil[([ be raced wvithI the same
LWproblemI
or exponienii al g~rowvth as
before.

Our- tiet hod c-an onix reduce the expenise of' Sill) 1lat ionl so [iliucit. unti ithle
growth of thle rnnttling thintie oif each Hmit
er
m101
W It Ile iii ii b
of

expoileilthil

dlep~endenit chianiiies dominiuates thle svnin
thle filial st ag(, (of' a tnetwxork. coinsidered

numiiber cii iterations. Ill racl.

b)'y

itsMelf'. wvill al waYs conlsit itute a

Banii van net1work. alnd( so we can~ cani always calcuilat e loadinig probabilities
amros it at t lie samie as'viiiptof ic expense as Wiiniltilhtmi
t hereare 110remluii
(tallt pat us, anud thle redluct ion of the nu1 tbr
of iteat ions wit thIIle x'arinaice
xvill lbe realizedl iii redulcedl runingiii timie.
Trhe filial tw s t ages of the net work of Fggure 5J.7 (do 11 o c~iitlite
tt
a

Ban 'vani iie ork. but the tilt iiler of redundi~anit pat his bet weeni a source anid
a Millk is small (twvo). anid so ii 1&hi case the runninlg t ime is also significant ly
redlucedl. In miany types of nulttipathI net works larger fiiial subn~iet works
consti titte Baniyanl net works or have siiia n umibers of depetident chian nels:
iii t hese niet works it wvill lie pirofi table to use5 exact calcuilat ion for itiore thani
0otie finial stage.
lIn a niet work with A' st ages with It i cilailels bentwxeetn eacl stage. if exact
calcuilatilon is used( for tilie finial K stages. theii ii thle worst case. whiere tile
loadl oil every' c hat"Iil
etween tw( sages of' switch~es in t ie filial It' stages
is dlepend~enlt Onl thle l
soa n htle
t
01 lIer channelis lmet wee t hose t wo stages
4)f swilt-hles. thle ru nning limeW of' exact calcula t ion for thle filtial st ages will
be0 (IA-1 .,22 "
Iliere wvill be4 N - It stages simtiulat ed. at ati expenise of
0(.N - 10 .) s!)
tep pe
)r si tiulat icll. so that thlE wost-casE' li('nf
anllce will
be

).I

cd(2312 ( K51.t + 0
whe4re' c is thle comlplElement
/I

is tile'

nilall and tT

(of th

1%)

(

d1'Eesired( coilfilleiic (1is tIlhe deviat ioi lad or.
/b. I11be resul~l of exact calcuilat ioni.

1 I14' varianice orf

Thie worst-case result is miisleadinig. however. biecauise ii
piractice'. lii''slili(t

+N

MY 2'(2ýJ

works 401151it

ne4t works buiilt ini

filial st ages have miw1a114n iiiiihies of'
d1'Jeplendent chiatiiels thlain des~' thlienit ilr' nem-ork. Iti fact. if Ihe4 filuial stage'vs

for which exact calcuilatioil
the' r1l-llg111 Iiinvr'Xadtc
114',

lited( by

is pe'rfo~rm4ed coiist 11114'i

calctilat ion is 0ý K

Ballyaiiai

ilEtwork.

.11). and tle~'asvnlollp

theni

ic niiliiiiiig,
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timie of, I lie approximX

iat ion

is Siliiijit

Xvitere olilce againl c i's thle coil li (it'lice
lthe inea miiad (T thle varianlce of' b.

5.10

(0111plen lentl

/ Ililt dexýia Iitil tact or. /I

Conclusions

We have (leveloped met hods of calculi at ing the value of' sollipe ~rformiance
paramnet ers for inltit tage nlew~orks the normlalized thriougtipu11t anid proba bitit *v of successful message t ransluission tbv comptlini g thte loadinig probabilities of'chiauiels leading to sinks.
We shlowedl initiall v t hat indepenidence of toads oil channels in a Blan ,van
network allows a simple mneans of calc ulating channel loading p~rob~abilit ies
for these networks. and described a way of comlposizig opierationls onl loadting
lproba[)ilit \ mass functions to dlerive expressions for the performance parailneters. We presented a program that (terivedt such expressions andt could be
uisedl for numerical calculation of pertorina rice paiaineters.
WVe thent saw that indlependenlce of loads oii chiannels will not hold( iii
nimlt ipathI net works, an d11(evelopedl equnat ions for chan nel loadlinzg p)roliahitit ies Iin thtese net works. We showed thfat thte nutmber of eqiiat ions Ithat iluilst
hie solved by' this mtethiod is exponeit ial iii the nuniber oif depenident~ pat tis
in thle net work. reliderillg t he itietliod impractical for large net works. We
prtesenltedt a programi that could be uisedl to calculate chiaznuel loadinzg probabilities exactltv for smaji net works. andt discuissedt its p~erformlanice ini thte
cases of iiitltipathl networks and~ Hall'vain networks.
We dlevelopied a tnethod0( of alpproxillal e solution of thle exact equlat ions.
atnd comlparedl its perforizazico to that of (firect siminil at ion. We doveloped
ti a pp roxi mat ion miethod0( anid direct simiuzlat ion. We
programis For b~oth or
of thoexc equations will alway's afford oeipoeeti
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Appendix A

Mathematica Procedures for
Modelling Banyan Networks
concentrate: :usage =
"concentrate[x, n] concentrates the LPMF x to n channels."
concentrate[x_, nj -=
(* get distribution for 0 through n-I channels, and add
as last element the sum of the rest of the channels. *)
Append[Take[x, n], Apply[Plus, Dropl[x, n1]]
discreteconvolution: :usage =
"discreteconvolution[x, y] treats x and y as O-based
vectors and returns their discrete convolution."
discreteconvolution[x., y-1 :=
Block[{xlgth, ylgth, lgth},
xlgth = Length[x];
ylgth = Length[y];
lgth = xlgth + ylgth - 1;
(* in summation, portions of sequence with indices
out of range for sequences must be treated as
0. *)
Table [Sum [If [k < 1 II k > xlgth II
(n-k+l) < 1 1I (n-k+l) > ylgth,
0,
(* because of the 0->1 index
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translation, we increase the y-index
to shift the result sequence back
down to begin at 1. *)
x[[k]] y[[n-k+l]]],
{k, xlgth}],
{n, lgth}]]

bundle::usage =
"bundle[x, y] forms the LPMF that results from bundling
two input bundles with LPMFs x and y."
bundle[x_, y-] :=
discreteconvolution[x,

y]

switch: :usage =
"switch[x, p] returns the LPMF of an output bundle to
which x is switched with probability p."
switch[x_, p-_ :=
Block [{lgth},
lgth = Length Lx];
Table[Sum[x[[i+l]] Binomial[i, n] p-n (1-p)-(i-n),
{i, n, lgth-1}],
{n, 0, igth-1}]]
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